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Abstract
A significant variability in pitch accent placement is found
when comparing the patterns of prosodic prominence realized
by different English speakers reading the same sentences.
In this paper we describe a simple approach to incorporate this
variability to synthesize prosodic prominence in unit selection
text-to-speech synthesis.
The main motivation of our approach is that by taking into ac-
count the variability of accent placements we enlarge the set
of prosodically acceptable speech units, thus increasing the
chances of selecting a good quality sequence of units, both in
prosodic and segmental terms.
Results on a large scale perceptual test show the benefits of our
approach and indicate directions for further improvements.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection, prosodic promi-
nence, pitch accents

1. Introduction
This paper describes a novel approach to model prosodic promi-
nence and exploit its intrinsic variability (observed in prosodi-
cally annotated speech corpora) in order to improve both the
prosodic and segmental speech quality of a unit selection text-
to-speech (TTS) synthesis system.
We will focus on pitch accents as they are widely regarded as
prosodic events that signal prominence.
Although the literature on prosodic prominence reports several
works on pitch accent prediction from explanatory textual fea-
tures, it is only recently that the impact of pitch accent detec-
tion in prosodic modeling for speech synthesis has been in-
vestigated. In [1] a pitch accent predictor is used to anno-
tate the speech database (containing both neutral and expressive
prosodic style speech) and the sentences to be synthesized. Be-
sides, a distinction between standard and emphatic (particularly
strong) accents is made. Both pitch accents and emphatic ac-
cents placements are then treated as specifications for the target
cost function. A large scale perceptual test was carried out to in-
vestigate the benefits arising from taking into account standard
and emphatic accents. Although the empirical evidence showed
a significant advantage from using standard accents, emphatic
accents turned out to be more determinant than standard accents
and the best results were achieved when both type of accents
were specified in the target cost function.
It is worthwhile noting that while the standard accents were au-
tomatically annotated, emphatic accents were already marked
up by the authors of the sentences in the form of capitalized
words and during the speech database recording the speaker was
required to emphasize capitalized words.
The work we are going to describe here is strictly related to
[1]. The main difference is that here we focus on standard pitch
accents only and we introduce the concept of pitch accent op-

tionality which directly stems from the variability of prosody.
When different speakers are required to read the same sentence,
prosodic diversity is usually observed. This diversity involves
pitch accents placement and shape, phrase breaks location and
other aspects of prosody, and it is even observed when it is a
single speaker who reads the same sentence at two different
times [2]. The variability observed in pitch accents and phrase
breaks placement has suggested a distinction between optional
and compulsory prosodic events, a distinction that, in turn, has
been used to reformulate the evaluation of automatic predictors
([3],[4],[5]).
The core idea of the present work is that of associating to each
accent (and to each no-accent) placement prediction its sup-
posed degree of optionality, expressed, as we show and moti-
vate later, as the ”uncertainty” of the accent predictor. The mo-
tivation to to do this is that by incorporating the optionality of
the accent we enlarge the set of prosodically acceptable speech
units, and so increase the chances of selecting a good quality
sequence of units, both in prosodic and segmental terms. For
example, let us suppose that a ”highly optional” has been pre-
dicted for a given syllable (of an input sentence to a TTS sys-
tem). Because of the high optionality of that accent, a deac-
cented syllable would be probably equally acceptable and so
we can allow the unit selection module to select either accent-
bearing or no-accent bearing speech units. Doing so we loosen
the prosodic constraints without worsening our prosodic model
and consequently we increase the number of available candidate
units.
The advantages of incorporating prosodic variability to improve
the quality of unit selection speech synthesis have already been
shown in some recent works([6],[2],[7] and [8] among them).
For example in [7] different intonation contours are generated
via unit selection using prosodic target cost features such as
position of the syllable in the intonational group, accents(but
no optionality taken into account), etc... The generated con-
tours become then target contours for the standard unit selection
phase and the sequence of speech units having the lowest com-
bined (prosodic plus segmental) cost is chosen. Both objective
and perceptual test show the clear benefits of using more than
one target intonation contours.
Although exploiting prosodic variability is not a novel idea,
we are now proposing of taking into account the optionality of
some prosodic events (such as pitch accents or phrase breaks) in
a way that the automatic prediction of such events is no longer
a stand-alone step preceding the unit selection phase, but be-
comes an integral part of the unit selection process itself.
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f1a f2b f3a m1b m2b m3b
may N A A A A A
be N N N N N N
the N N N N N N
most N A N A N A

Figure 1: An example extracted from the BURN corpus. A and
N stand for accent and no-accent respectively.
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Figure 2: Speakers agreement in pitch accent placement. The
mean line represents the mean disagreement value.

2. Pitch accent optionality
2.1. Disagreement among speakers

In [5] we analyzed a section of the Boston University Radio
News (BURN) corpus [9] containing the speech of six different
speakers (three females: f1a, f2b, f3a, and three males: m1b,
m2b, m3b) reading the same text. All data have been prosodi-
cally labeled using the ToBI annotation conventions. We used
this annotation only to see if a pitch accent occurred or not (see
Figure 1).

Figure 2 shows the percentages of intra-speaker agreement
for each combination of speakers and the agreement mean, with
respect to the number of speakers involved, on a text of 1662
words. The error bars range from the lowest to the highest
agreement percentage, given a certain number of speakers. For
example, given a number of two speakers, there are 15 possible
combinations of speakers. Among them the pair with the lowest
agreement (79.19%) is f1a-m2b, whereas the highest agreement
(85.86%) occurs in m1b-m3b.

2.2. An alternative definition of optionality

In pitch accent literature the optionality of a pitch accent has
always been considered as a simple binary variable and when
analysing multi-speaker data such as the BURN corpus, a pitch
accent is considered optional if m out of n speakers, with n =
total number of speakers , 0 < m < n (and usually m = 1),
realize that accent.
Such a definition of optionality has the disadvantage of being
strongly dependent on n; indeed, by simply adding a speaker to
the multi-speaker corpus, an accent can suddenly change its sta-
tus from compulsory to optional. For this reason it seems more

word f1a f2b f3a m1b m2b m3b H
wi−2 N A A A A A 0.9182
wi−1 N N N N N N 0
wi A A A A A A 0
wi+1 N A N A N A 1
wi+2 N N N A N A 0.6500

Table 1: Examples of H values. The entropy value H is given by
equation 1. In a speech corpus of 6 speakers reading the same
sentences, there are 4 possible values of optionality: 0, 0.6500,
0.9182 and 1.

appropriate to consider different degrees of optionality, that is,
defining optionality as a gradient variable. In [5] we formu-
lated a new definition of optionality by associating an emission
source to each word token. Each source can emit two symbols,
one when the token is accented and one when it is not. The
number of emissions is equal to the number of speakers and
each emission is independent from the others.
From Information Theory we know that the entropy of such a
source is:

H = − log(P (A))P (A)− log(P (B))P (B) (1)

where P (A) is the probability that the source emits an ac-
cent and P (N) that it does not. The entropy says how much
information we need (or more informally, how many questions
we have to ask) to correctly predict the next symbol that will
be emitted by the source. If the source has always emitted the
same symbol than its entropy will be 0, whereas if the number
of emissions of both symbols is equal then the entropy value
will be 1. In all the other cases (and if the number of emissions
is higher than 2) the entropy value will be less than 1 and more
than 0.
Since H is a measure of the source uncertainty we can use it as
a measure of optionality as well. The higher the source uncer-
tainty the higher the symbols optionality.

3. Including the accent predictor
uncertainty in the target cost function

In order to incorporate pitch accent optionality in our TTS sys-
tem we could build an accent optionality predictor trained on
the multi-speaker part of the BURN corpus, having the task of
correctly predicting the H value per each word token, which is
given by 1 (see example in Table 1). Then we could associate
the predicted optionality value to the accent predictor’s predic-
tion (accent/no-accent) and use it to tune the cost associated to
the pitch accent target cost feature.
Let us consider the standard target cost function for a unit se-
lection speech synthesis system:

T (st, ut) =

F∑
s=1

wf (Tf (st[f ], ut[f ])) (2)

where st[f ] and ut[f ] are the values for the feature f of the
target unit and the candidate unit respectively, Tf is the function
evaluating the distance between st[f ] and ut[f ], and wf is the
weight of the feature f .
Instead of using a standard Tf for the pitch accent feature, that
is a Tf that returns 0 when st[f ] and ut[f ] have the same value
and 1 when they have two opposite values, we could introduce
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the following Tf :

Tf =

{
0 if st[f ] and ut[f ] are equal
1−H(wi) otherwise (3)

where H(wi) is the accent optionality associated to the word
containing the target unit st.
When st[f ] and ut[f ] are different and H(wi) is close to 0,
i.e. the pitch event (accent or no-accent) is highly compulsory,
then Tf returns a value very similar to the standard Tf , whereas
when the pitch event is highly optional H(wi) is close to 1 and
the cost associated to the pitch accent feature is very low: it does
not really matter if the speech unit comes from an accented syl-
lable or not.
What we actually did in our implementation was using a H(wi)
that is not a predicted value of optionality but the value of uncer-
tainty of our pitch accent predictor for that given word. Using
a pitch accent predictor that for each predicted pitch event ei

gives the conditional probability P (ei|Fi), where Fi is a win-
dow of explanatory features centered at position i, the uncer-
tainty of its prediction simply is:

Hp(wi) = − log(P (ei|Fi))P (ei|Fi)
− log(1− P (ei|Fi))(1− P (ei|Fi))

(4)

The main motivation to use Hp(wi) instead of H(wi)
is that what we actually need to know is how “sure” is the
accent predictor about the information it passes to the target
cost function. For example, since we deal with not perfect
predictors, it may happen that the accent predictor assigns a
pitch accent to a word with P (ei) = 0.55 and the optionality
predictor (the one predicting the H value of equation 1) says
the accent is compulsory (H = 0). In that case what it is
important for the unit selection module is that the accent
predictor is quite unsure about its prediction and so it does
not make a lot of sense forcing the selection module to select
accented units, independently from the optionality predictor.
Looking from another perspective, the advantage of using
Hp(wi) is that it is correlated to both the optionality of a
pitch accent and the inaccuracy of the accent predictor. In fact
our accent predictor does not achieve a 100% accuracy rate
because: 1) the set of explanatory features we use is not enough
(inaccuracy of the prediction model); 2) prosodic variability
occurring within a single speaker’s speech. As a consequence
P (ei|Fi) is affected by both factors.
However, the assumption that the Hp of a accent predictor is
correlated to pitch accent optionality is not necessarily true and
depends on the accent predictor. Making an extreme example,
let us assume of having an accent predictor trained on a single
explanatory feature having two different values: true if the first
letter of a word is a d, and false otherwise. In that case is easy
to see that Hp is only due to the inaccuracy of the prediction
model. Instead, if the explanatory features are ”good enough”
the optionality observed with respect to those features should
be strongly correlated to the real optionality.
The accent predictor we used is a Classification and Regression
Tree (CART) (from [10]), trained on the f2b section of the
BURN corpus, that for each predicted pitch event gives the
conditional probability P (ei|Fi), where Fi is a window of
explanatory features centered at position i and covering five
words. The explanatory features are logarithms of the unigram
and of the bigram of the probability of a word (computed on the
Herald news (1998-2002) corpus), and Part-of-Speech (given
by the MXPOST tagger [11]) of a word. The results achieved
by our predictor are comparable with that of state-of-the art

pitch accent predictors (see [5] for details).
To see if the uncertainty of our accent predictor was related to
optionality we built an optionality predictor as in [5] and used
the Hp of our accent predictor as an explanatory feature. It
turned out that the higher Hp was the more optional the accent
was.
Note that in this case, our accent predictor was trained on
single speaker data, while the optionality predictor was trained
on multi-speaker data, so this result, together with other results
in [5] showing that accent predictors trained on single speaker
data and accent predictors trained on multi-speaker data achieve
very close accuracy rates on several test data, seems to confirm
that, at least with respect to our prediction model features, the
variability occurring within a single speaker and the variability
occurring among speakers are two overlapping phenomena.

In order to test if including Hp in the target cost function
does produce any benefit we compared a TTS system (hence-
forth THP) having the modified Tf of equation 3 (with Hp

instead of H) with one (henceforth TC) having the standard
Tf . As we mentioned above, we expected THP to produce on
average a better quality speech because of the looser prosodic
constraints that enlarge the search space of the the unit selection
module without worsening the prosodic model. Nevertheless
our expectations are based on an approximation we have made
so far: the placement of a pitch accent does not depend on the
placements of the accent preceding it. If this approximation is
completely wrong then our definition of optionality (and that
one of previous works) is wrong as well, since it considers each
pitch accent as a stand-alone event.

4. Test design
To create a set of utterances for evaluation we run our pitch ac-
cent predictor on a subsection of the BURN corpus and of the
Herald news and on sentences no longer than 20 words. The
pitch event prediction and its Hp value were assigned to each
word and the sentences were ranked according to the average
value of Hp per each word from the highest to lowest. The first
15 sentences having the highest rank and producing audible dif-
ferences between the two systems were chosen for the test.
Each sentence was synthesized using both TTS systems so 15
pairs of utterances were generated. Each pair was presented to
each participant twice but in reversed versions (i.e. THP-TC
and TC-THP) so each participant listened to a total of 30 pairs
whose order was randomized per each participant. The exper-
iments were carried out through a web browser and, for each
pair, the participants could express a preference for one of the
two utterances, or no preference.
46 subjects were recruited, all of them are native English speak-
ers. The tests lasted approximately 20 minutes each.

5. Results
The overall results are shown in Table 2. We computed the num-
ber of preferences for the three options (THP, TC and No pref-
erence) on the overall set of pairs, and on the set only containing
pairs where the subject’s choices were consistent, that is were
the subject chose the same option in both pairs. We then run
two different kinds of two-sided Binomial tests: one where all
the preferences for the ”No preference” option were excluded
and one where they were split into two equal halves and one
half was summed to the THP preferences and the other one to
the TP preferences.
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THP TC No-preference p-value 1 p-value 2

All pairs 587 439 354 p < 0.00001 p = 0.00007
Consistent preferences only 191 103 78 p < 0.00001 p < 0.00001

Table 2: Comparison between THP and TC. In the All pairs row the comparison is made on all the pairs (30 ∗ 46) presented in the
experiments. In the Consistent preferences only row the comparison is made only on the pairs where the preferences of the subjects
where consistent. The first three columns report the number of preferences for the three options. The p-values are from two-sided
Binomial tests. The p-value 1 is computed by excluding the No preference choices from the overall set of choices, while the p-value 2
is computed by splitting the No preference set in two halves and summing one half to the THP preferences and one half to the TC
preferences.

Sentence ID THP TC No-preference

Sentence 2 23 53 16

Sentence 3 78 8 6

Table 3: Sentences with highest number of preferences for THP
and TC respectively

All conditions and tests show a statistical significant preference
for the TTS that embodies Hp, with p-values far below 0.001.
Looking at each single sentence the difference between the two
systems is less evident since for only 5 sentences out of 15 there
is a significant (p-value 2 < 0.01) preference for THP, whereas
for 4 sentences the significant preference is for system TC, and
for the remaining 6 sentences there is no significant preference
for neither of the two systems. Despite of this small difference
between THP and TC the overall results show a significant pref-
erence for THP because, when significant, the preferences for
THP are more definite than the preferences for TC (see Table
3).
Listening to the test utterances we noticed that in a couple of
cases what we perceived was the opposite from what we would
have expected: where the value of Hp for a given word was
high, that word was strongly accented by the THP system and
not accented or slightly accented by the TC system. We be-
lieve this behaviour is mainly due to: 1) the intrinsic ”insta-
bility” of the unit selection technique; 2) the inaccuracy of the
pitch accent annotation in the speech database. The annotation
inaccuracy is a consequence of the fact that the voice of the
speech database and that on which the pitch accent predictor
was trained are different, and we have seen in Section 2 how
much different the pitch accent sequences of two speakers can
be. As a consequence we believe that a better annotation of the
speech database, may be enhanced using acoustic explanatory
features, may reduce unexpected outputs.

6. Conclusions
We have proposed a method to include prosodic prominence
variability in a unit selection TTS system that models prosodic
prominence by using pitch accents as specifications for the tar-
get cost function.
Results from a large scale perceptual experiment support our
working hypothesis: including prosodic prominence variability
does not worsen the prosodic model and increases the chances
of selecting good quality sequences of speech units.
Finally our listening tests also point out the necessity for a bet-
ter pitch accents annotation of the speech database in order to

achieve a more coherent realization of prosodic prominence in
unit selection TTS synthesis.
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